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Why online qualitative data approach?
• Relevance to organizing and organizations
• Web 2.0 “permeates and even replaces traditional forms of organizing” (Pablo
and Hardy, 2012: 822)
• Challenges the “assumption that organising necessarily occurs in
organisations” (Ashcraft, 2007:11)
• Strategizing incorporates digital work (Morton et al, 2020)

• Contribution of qualitative research
• Big Data is not necessarily ‘Better’ Data
• If Big Data is mapping and mining the Web, with tracking and trawling we can
examine how we navigate the maps and negotiate the mines

Definitions of Tracking & Trawling

Common Features of Tracking & Trawling

Generic steps in collecting online data

Research ethics in digital methods
• Core ethical principles
• Internet context: discipline, institution,
specialist guidance
• Key debates
•
•
•
•

What is public or private?
Human participants?
Informed consent and from whom?
Anonymise or attribute?

• Ethics approval

Key elements of T&T approach
THEREFORE
Requires an understanding of the way in
which these resources, and the means of
accessing them, shape our understandings
adaptable

flexible
Enables you to work within
different paradigmatic stances
THEREFORE
requires a genuine, ongoing
engagement with the
ontological and
epistemological framing of the
research endeavour

Enables you to work with a
range of online and digital
resources

timely
Enables you to look back
and/or look forward
THEREFORE
requires careful consideration
of the temporal framing of
research objects and subjects
and encourages us to reflect
on time within our research
practices

Future developments
• The future is socially distanced so research will be too?
• ‘organisations and the world of work have been pushed further towards
digital forms of organising in response to COVID-19-related restrictions’
(Baptista et al, 2020: 2)
• New combinations of digital and traditional methods
• Data is evolving too:

• Ephemeral, transitory nature
• Multimodality is now the norm
• New challenges – deep fake

Useful resources
Whiting R and Pritchard K (2020) Collecting Qualitative Data via Digital Methods. SAGE.
https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/collecting-qualitative-data-using-digital-methods/book267730
Bonus Features!
• Link to blog for analysis https://ageatwork.wordpress.com/2020/12/01/our-methods-bookpublished/
• https://katrinapritchard.wordpress.com/2020/05/04/more-resources-for-online-qualitativeresearch/
Other Methods Papers and Chapters:
Pritchard, K (2020) Examining Web Images: A combined visual analysis (CVA) approach. European
Management Review 17(1), 297-310
Pritchard, K and Whiting, R (2017) ‘Analysing web images’ in SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Business
and Management Research Methods Volume 2 (Eds. Cassell, C; Cunliffe, A and Grandy, G) Sage
Whiting, R and Pritchard, K (2017) ‘Digital Ethics’ in SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Business and
Management Research Methods Volume 1 (Eds. Cassell, C; Cunliffe, A and Grandy, G) Sage.
Pritchard, K (2012) Combining Qualitative Methods in Symon, G and Cassell, C “Qualitative
Organizational Research: core methods and current challenges” Sage. pp. 132-148.
Pritchard, K and Whiting, R (2012) ‘Autopilot? A reflexive review of the piloting process in qualitative
e-research’ Qualitative Research in Organizations and Management, 7 (3) 338-353.
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